Structural connectivity by axonal fiber bundles provides the substrate for transmission of action potentials across the brain. Functional connectivity in MEG signals is expected to arise from communication along structural connections. However, very little empirical evidence has been obtained to support this hypothesis. The main objective of this study is to use simulations and MEG data to directly evaluate the contribution of structural connectivity to MEG functional connectivity measures. Since axonal transmission is on a millisecond time scale we hypothesize that measures sensitive to phase synchronization in a frequency band, such as coherence, would have a closer relationship to structural connectivity than measures sensitive to slower time scales such as amplitude-envelope correlation. We estimate graphical models of MEG functional connectivity, i.e, the MEG effective connectivity, to reduce the influence of leakage effects and common input effects, and to explicitly model the contribution of structural connectivity to functional connectivity. Consistent with our hypothesis, networks defined by models of gamma band (> 30 Hz) coherence that incorporate phase information show the closest alignment to structural connectivity. However, at lower frequencies (1-30 Hz) there was better alignment between models of amplitude envelope correlation and structural connectivity. In simulations, summarizing network properties of graphical models using graph theoretic metrics provides a robust measure of the relationship between functional and structural connectivity that is preserved even at low signal to noise ratios. In MEG data, centrality of nodes in the gamma band networks more closely correspond to centrality of nodes in the structural networks than a direct comparison between edge weights.
(while ignoring precise phase synchronization) is to more closely match the time scales of MEG functional connectivity to fMRI functional connectivity. We show the streamlines derived from [28] on the right and the structural connectome for the 114 areas of the Lausanne parcellation on the left. We have labeled a subset of areas each with 1 to 3 subdivisions (see [29] for all subdivisions of the Lausanne parcellation). We show the binarized SC, with any non-zero edge being shown in yellow.
to model MEG data, we assume that the vector of source activity (Z) at all ROIs in one frequency band is a sample drawn from a complex-valued 194 multivariate Gaussian random process (where Φ is the precision):
The band-limited MEG signal is characterized by samples of amplitude and 
and
The key parameter in this model is the covariance matrix Θ and its in- zero, there is no need for a direct connection between the sources to account for observed coherence (functional connectivity). Such apparent coherences 221 arise from connections mediated via other sources in the model. 222 In our model, the precision matrix Φ captures the statistics of effective 223 connectivity and has a nonzero entry only at edges that have a connection 224 estimated from DWI in the SC. We are assuming that in each frequency 225 band the connectivity we estimate arises from random fluctuations at each 226 area becoming correlated by the SC. This generative model of the source 227 activity giving rise to MEG signals is used in our simulation studies. In 228 the MEG data analysis, we estimate the source precision matrix Φ from the 229 MEG data in each frequency band using graphical modeling techniques that 230 inform the precision estimate with the SC estimated from the HCP-842 but 231 allowing the precision values to be determined by the data. 232 2.1.4. Effective connectivity: Amplitude Gaussian Graphical Model (aGGM) 233 We use the structural connectivity to constrain potential connections due 234 to correlated amplitude envelope fluctuations between ROIs, thereby defining 235 the generative model of amplitude correlation. We assume that the vector of 
When examining amplitude, we look at samples X of amplitude estimates 240 from the analytic signal of bandpass filtered MEG signal across epochs. So 241 for amplitude data we use a real-valued multivariate normal distribution 242 as characterizing the fluctuations of amplitudes in different frequency bands.
243
And the multivariate normal for a zero mean, i.e., (where E(X) = 0) is 244 defined as:
This distribution is fully parameterized by the precision matrix Φ = Θ −1 .
246
Each value in the precision matrix Φ is the conditional covariance between 247 the amplitude envelope of any two sources given the other sources. the precision values to be determined by the data.
262

Figure 2: MEG Forward Model:
We show the f saverage brain subdivided into 114 regions of interest (ROIs) according to the Lausanne parcellations, with x, y, z oriented dipoles representing source activity in each brain ROI. The CSF, skull and scalp boundaries obtained from the f saverage head are indicated by transparent surfaces and the 102 locations of orthogonal pairs of planar gradiometers are indicated by red dots.
MEG Forward Model
263
The MEG forward model is an estimate of the magnetic field measured 264 at MEG sensors above the scalp generated by current sources located in 265 the brain. The data analysis presented in this paper makes use of data 266 obtained using the Neuromag MEG system consisting of 306 MEG coils at 267 102 locations above the scalp (shown in Figure 2 
where M is the MEG forward matrix. For each participant, we localized activity to the 342 sources (3 directions -along x, y and z axes at 114 locations) by inverting the reduced lead field using regularized minimum norm estimation (weighted L2 norm [40] ) and applying it to data at the scalp. We estimated the inverse M − using (where ν is a penalization): . This is a method that can be used to identify 348 a sparse approximation to the precision matrix. In this way, estimates in the 349 precision are more robust for the values that are retained. To apply the 350 lasso, we use the penalized likelihood function as follows [46] to estimate the 351 precision (where Θ is the covariance or cross-spectral density):
The penalization parameter λ in the graphical lasso determines the im- 
Note that in the limiting case of λ 1 = λ 2 we are using the same likeli-362 hood as the graphical lasso. Past work along these lines [23] has used the SC 363 weights directly to determine the penalization weighting, which potentially 364 imposes more structure than appropriate since we expect effective connectiv-365 ity to vary with brain states, and the SC weights will constrain connectivity 366 strengths. We do not expect the SC strengths to map directly onto the ef-367 fective connectivity strengths due to individual differences, and variations 368 within individuals across brain states. Further, the SC can be expected to 369 have different contributions across frequency bands yielding different effective 370 connection weights. For this reason we use the binarized SC to determine 371 the penalization structure. We estimated the penalization values λ 1 and λ 2 372 using cross-validation as described in the next section (section 2.2.5).
373
By optimizing the above penalized likelihood, we leveraged the informa- 
Since Θ (covariance) is usually rank deficient, we add a small value (δ) along the diagonal to make it full rank. We define delta as 0.001 times the maximum value along the upper triangle of the covariance. The adaptive graphical lasso imposes the SC onto the functional data po-386 tentially allowing for more robust reconstructions of the precision. We tested 387 whether the adaptive graphical lasso produced estimates of the precision that 388 show reduced error relative to applying the graphical lasso. Note that apply-389 ing the graphical lasso would be equivalent to having the penalization inside 390 and outside the SC be equal i.e. λ 1 = λ 2 . We estimated the appropriate 391 value for λ 1 and λ 2 using cross-validation. 392 We split the MEG data (both simulation and real data) into four con-393 tiguous pieces of 120 samples each. We estimated the precisionΦ i on one 394 segment of the data (i) and estimated the deviance when using this precision 395 as the inverse for the covariance Θ j for all the other segments j of the data 396 (and vice versa). Deviance was estimated as:
We found that, in the majority of cases, both in simulation and in data, 398 using the prior of the SC reduced cross-validated deviance relative to using 399 graphical lasso directly. In other words, we found that the minimum cross-400 validated deviance mostly occurred with λ 1 < λ 2 . This is discussed in the 401 Results. In every frequency band, or for each iteration of our simulation, we es-405 timated two graphical models. We estimated the complex Gaussian Graph-406 ical model to estimate the precision for complex-valued data incorporating 407 amplitude and phase and the amplitude Gaussian Graphical model for the 408 real-valued amplitude data. For the cGGM we estimate the partial coherence 409 (P C) as a summary statistic [22] :
For the aGGM we estimate the amplitude partial correlation (AP C) as a summary statistic as (assuming the precision matrix Φ here is the output 412 from estimating an aGGM):
In silico we compare the accuracy of using the estimates for PC and APC 415 relative to using summary statistics of networks derived from graph theory. 416 We expect that graph theoretic metrics being a summary of the network 417 potentially boosts our accuracy in estimating network characteristics. We 418 derive our graph G with vertices V = 1, 2, ...114 and edges W est = G ij = P C ij 419 or AP C ij , i, j ∈ V from the graphical model using the non-zero values. We 420 estimate graph theoretic metrics using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox [50] . 421 We make use of several measures in this study: It is defined as:
5. Betweenness Centrality is an estimate of how central a node is based Figure 3 : Simulation Overview -describing each figure above in a clockwise manner from top left: First, we used the SC edge locations and weights to constrain the precision on each iteration of the simulation. The original SC weights were shuffled across the edges and we generated random phases for each edge (described in Methods, see Eq. 22). Second, we sampled from a complex-valued multivariate normal distribution using the precision generated in the first step. Third, we used the MEG forward matrix to forward model the samples to the sensors. Fourth, we applied an inverse solution to source localize data. Fifth, we split the data into 4 ensembles of 120 samples (represented are the 4 covariance matrices from these ensembles of data). Finally, these 4 ensembles served as the input for the adaptive graphical lasso. The estimated precision from this procedure was compared to the original precision (orange arrow) using sensitivity and false discovery rate (FDR).
the original SC but randomized the original connection strengths across these 471 locations. We permuted the connection strengths across the original set of all streamlines for each simulation), we can derive the phase using:
After multiplying each edge with the appropriate phase (based on aver-479 age streamline lengths for that edge), we can generate the precision. This 
497
The estimated source partial coherence and amplitude partial correlation 498 at this stage serve as the optimal solutions if we were directly measuring 499 source activity. We compare all reconstructed estimates (after forward mod-500 eling data, source localization and adaptive graphical lasso) to these matrices. We examined reconstruction error for both sets of graphical models (par-527 tial coherence and partial correlation) and error of graph theoretic metrics.
528
Reliability of effective connectivity reconstruction was assessed in two ways.
529
First, we examined the sensitivity and false discovery rate in simulations 530 since we possessed a ground truth -the SC -that gave rise to the observed 531 covariance. Sensitivity was estimated as:
Sensitivity tells us the ratio of edges recovered within the SC relative to the 533 total number of SC edges. A higher value of sensitivity indicates we are 534 able to recover more edges from the SC. Note that the relevance of using 535 sensitivity as a measure of performance when we have biased our estimates 536 with the SC comes from the virtue of deciding the penalization values based 537 on cross-validation. In our procedure, it is possible for there to be an effective connectivity model identified by the adaptive graphical lasso that does not use the SC prior at all, i.e. λ 1 = λ 2 is the optimal solution (minimum 540 deviance in cross-validation).
541
We also examined the false discovery rate or FDR, which was defined as:
FDR is the ratio of number of false positive edges estimates, i.e. edges outside 543 the SC, relative to the total number of edges being estimated. An FDR of 544 0.5 indicates that, say 100 edges estimated, 50 edges were outside the SC. 545 We also examined reconstruction of original connection weights. We esti- 
Spectral Analysis
We extracted 480 seconds of resting state gradiometer data for individuals 574 aged between 30 to 40 years of age. This yielded 91 subjects (50 male). We 575 first applied a bandpass filter between 0.5 to 100 Hz and a notch filter at 50 Hz 576 to remove line noise. We built elliptic filters (designed using fdesign.bandpass 577 function in MATLAB) with stop band set to 0.5 Hz below and above pass 578 band, stopband attenuation set to 100 dB, and passband ripple set to 0.02.
579
Bandpass filtering was then done using the filtfilthd function in MATLAB 580 to minimize phase distortion. We analyzed five frequency bands: delta (1-3 581 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (14-29 Hz) and gamma (30-80 Hz).
582
For each subject, and within each band we optimized the dipole orientation 583 across 114 ROIs as described in section 2.2.2. Source localized data was 584 Hilbert transformed and the analytic signal A was computed.
585
We split the analytic signal A into 1 second epochs so that we have a 586 480x1000x114 matrix for each frequency band. As input for estimating the 587 cGGM, the complex-valued data we used was derived by averaging the orig- We estimated networks using the cGGM and aGGM at different signal to noise ratios. We compared these networks to the binarized SC and examined the sensitivity (upper figure) and false discovery rate (lower figure) . cGGM models are more sensitive to the SC across all SNR. cGGM and aGGM have comparable false discovery rates when the SNR rises above 30 dB.
than penalization for the SC edges (i.e., λ 2 > λ 1 ) in 2999 out of 3000 644 simulation iterations (across all SNR). We found that for aGGM networks, 645 λ 2 > λ 1 in 2998 out of 3000 simulation iterations across all SNR.
646
Using the aGGM and cGGM networks we estimated sensitivity and false Figure 5 : Edge Weight Correlation in Simulation: We estimated networks using the cGGM and aGGM at different signal to noise ratios. We compared the reconstructed partial coherence (cGGM) and partial correlation (aGGM) to the ground truth by examining the correlation in edge weights (over the set of non-zero edges). Partial coherence is more correlated to the ground truth partial coherence than the partial correlation is to the ground truth partial correlation across all SNR. Note that partial coherence has a correlation greater than 0.5 for almost all reconstructions at an SNR above 30 dB while this is true for partial correlation only at 50 dB.
We found that across all metrics for networks estimated by the cGGM Table 1 : Simulation Results: We show the average for different reconstruction performance metrics and for different summary statistics across all 500 simulation iterations. Each column represents the results for a particular summary statistic (partial coherence -PC or amplitude partial correlation -APC) at a particular signal to noise ratio (1 to 50 dB). The third row shows the average correlations between edge weights from estimated and ground truth PC/APC. The fourth row onward shows the correlation between estimated and ground truth graph theoretic metrics for PC and APC. For full distributions of results across all 500 simulation iterations see Figures 4,5,6, and 7. and the average correlation in edge weights in Table 1 .
698
When examining the same graph theory metrics for the aGGM networks and for betweenness centrality it was: 0.25 at 1 dB to 0.5 at 50 dB. In con-711 trast, we found that the correlation in edge weights followed a range of 0.03 712 at 1 dB to 0.65 at 50 dB. Thus, graph theory metrics were more accurately 713 reconstructed than edge weights for both the cGGM and aGGM networks, 714 but, the benefit in accuracy is reduced at higher SNR. 715 Figure 6 : Graph Theory and Partial Coherence: We show how well using different graph theoretic metrics does at capturing the structural connectivity characteristics relative to using the reconstructed partial coherence weights. At each SNR, we plot the correlation between graph theory metrics calculated from reconstructed network with the original network across 500 iterations in green. In orange we show the correlation of the weights of reconstructed partial coherence with the original partial coherence. For comparison purposes we show the same set of correlations (of edge weights) alongside all graph theory metrics. We examine the two methods across different SNR and find that at SNR below 50 dB, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and degrees provide more accurate reconstruction.
MEG Data
716
We extracted 480 seconds of preprocessed resting state MEG data from We found that for the aGGM and cGGM models for 91 subjects, the 723 majority of models built indicated that using the prior of the SC was useful 724 (i.e. in Equation 12 λ 2 > λ 1 ). We saw in aGGM models built from CV 725 that the penalization outside the SC (λ 2 ) was greater than that inside the 726 SC (λ 1 ) for 88 subjects in delta, 89 subjects in theta, 89 subjects in alpha, 727 Figure 7 : Graph Theory and Amplitude Partial Correlation: We show how well different graph theoretic metrics can capture the structural connectivity characteristics relative to using the reconstructed partial correlation weights. At each SNR, we plot the correlation between graph theory metrics calculated from reconstructed network with the original network across 500 iterations in green. In orange we show the correlation of the weights of reconstructed partial correlation with the original partial correlation. For comparison purposes we show the same set of correlations alongside all graph theory metrics. We examine the two methods across different SNR and find that at SNR below 30 dB, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and degrees provide more accurate reconstruction. 91 subjects in beta and 90 subjects in gamma. For the cGGM models built 728 based on CV, we saw that the penalization applied was greater outside the 729 SC in 66 subjects in delta, 75 subjects in theta band, 74 subjects in alpha 730 band, 85 subjects in beta band and 89 subjects in gamma band. For all 731 models we estimated the summary statistics of partial coherence (PC) and 732 amplitude partial correlation (APC). We also estimated graph theory metrics 733 we identified as most accurately reconstructed from our simulation -weighted 734 degrees, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality. We estimated partial coherence and amplitude partial correlation for all 737 five frequency bands and estimated the sensitivity and false discovery rate 738 (See Figure 8) . Sensitivity is informative about the number of edges within 739 the SC that were discovered while FDR tells us how often edges outside Figure 8 : Sensitivity and False Discovery Rate in MEG data: We estimated networks using the cGGM and aGGM at different signal to noise ratios. We compared these networks to the binarized SC and examined the sensitivity (upper figure) and false discovery rate (lower figure) between them. cGGM networks are more sensitive to the SC in the beta and gamma bands while aGGM networks are more sensitive to SC in alpha and beta bands.
The cGGM network has lower false discovery rates relative to aGGM networks in beta and gamma bands.
degree, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality for the aGGM in Figure 9 : Degrees Across Connectomes: We show degrees across different areas in the structural connectome. Similarly we show median degrees across subjects in the beta band when using partial correlation, and in gamma band when using partial coherence.
(> 10dB), sensitivity above 50% is possible (implying that field spread and common input effects can be partially overcome in estimation). In MEG data 814 we then identified that, gamma band cGGM reflects the SC more closely 815 than any other network estimate (75% sensitivity, 28% FDR). This result 816 indicates that models of coherence have substantial information about the 817 connectome, but primarily in higher frequencies. Models of the slower time 818 scale amplitude correlation reflect information about the SC primarily in 819 lower frequencies, reaching a peak in the beta band (57% sensitivity). On 820 average, across all these measures and frequency bands, FDR was around 821 30%, indicating that a third of the edges recovered were outside the SC.
822
There are three implications of these results: is proposed by [31] . as the clustering coefficient and eigenvector centrality were poor estimates. 895 Clustering coefficient has been shown to be biased (underestimated) when 896 using partial correlation estimates [60] and this may be part of the reason it 897 is a poor estimate.
898
Our results suggested that maximum accuracy with respect to recon-899 structing network characteristics in alignment with the SC was possible using 900 the degrees, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality. We estimated 901 these measures for the networks that had the highest sensitivity to the SC 902 from the empirical MEG networks -gamma band partial coherence and beta 903 band partial correlation. We found that for these networks there was a sig- In summary, we used simulations and data to determine the relevance 935 of the structural connectivity to the statistical structure of MEG signals.
936
Real (aGGM) and complex-valued (cGGM) graphical models were used as 937 models of the amplitude correlation and coherence, respectively. We showed 938 that cGGM is a high sensitivity, low false discovery rate estimate of the SC 939 in simulations. Further, we saw that graph theory can improve accuracy in 940 reconstructing SC characteristics. In data, we found that cGGM models of 941 the gamma band had the highest sensitivity to the SC. Across cGGM and 942 aGGM models of data we found that the false discovery rate hovered around 943 30% suggesting that our SC may be incomplete, or there are unaccounted 944 for influences on the effective connectivity, suggesting the model could be 945 improved by using better SC estimates. Finally, we saw that our results using 946 graph theory in simulations were borne out in the data where graph theoretic 947 metrics of gamma band partial coherence and beta band partial correlation 948 showed a stronger correlation to the SC than the edge weight correlation. Our 949 work provides evidence in favor of the relevance of the structural connectome 950 in facilitating statistical dependencies across both milliseconds and seconds 951 timescales in MEG data.
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